
Overviews
The primary aim of the Research Center is to provide a scientific

basis for radiation protection and safety. Toward this goal, radia-

tion exposure from various sources is measured, the dose-effect

relationships for various endpoints are examined, and the mecha-

nisms underlying the effects are investigated. The Research Cen-

ter disseminates its research results to promote public under-

standing of radiation effects and to encourage the enactment of

more reasonable regulations concerning the use of radiation. The

scope of its activities is not limited to Japan. It has been ap-

pointed a collaborating center by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (Fig.1).

The Research Center consists of the Planning and Operation

Unit, three research programs (Radiobiology for Children’s Health

Program, Radiation Risk Reduction Research Program, and Regu-

latory Science Research Program) and one Research and Devel-

opment Team; the activities in each of these are summarized be-

low.

Planning and Operation Unit
In addition to management of the mid-term research plan, after

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, the unit or-

ganized telephone consultations, which were carried out with the

help of members of other centers. The number of consultations

has reached more than 18,000 (Fig.2). The Unit also organized a

number of international and domestic meetings.

1) Regional Meeting on Occupational Radiation Protection in

Emergency Exposure Situations (November 22-25, 2011)

This meeting was held in the framework of the TC (Technical

Cooperation) Program and the RCA (Regional Co-operative

Agreement for Research, Development and Training Related to

Nuclear Science and Technology for Asia and the Pacific) of the

IAEA. The meeting focused on subjects in the context of the

Fukushima NPP accident. Thirty participants from 15 countries

joined the meeting and discussed topics such as occupational

exposure and protection under the emergency situation after the

accident (Fig.3).

Fig.1 Designation of NIRS as an IAEA Collaborating Centre.

Fig.2 Trend in the number of telephone consultations (Total calls: 18,033

as of Dec. 31, 2012)
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2) Research Center Symposium: One Year after the Fukushima

Accident: Lessons Learned and Issues Forward from the View-

point of Radiation Protection Research (March 28, 2012)

One hundred and twenty participants joined this meeting and

discussed the lessons learned and issues to be clarified in the af-

termath of the Fukushima NPP accident, including low dose-rate

radiation effects, effects on children, and effects of internal expo-

sure.

3) Short-Term Training Course on Biological Dosimetry (December

10-21, 2012)

The Training Course was organized in co-operation with IAEA

and co-organized by the Research Center for Emergency Medi-

cine.

Two trainees from Indonesia and Vietnam participated in the

course. The course covers the basics for chromosome aberration

analysis, including dicentric analysis and FISH, as a measure of

exposure. Upon completion of the course, the trainees under-

stood calibration curves, were able to get trouble-shooting hints to

obtain better metaphase images and to score dicentric chromo-

somes more properly for triaging and dose estimation, and they

had practical knowledge and experience on using an automated

microscopic image-analysis system for chromosome aberrations.

On the last day of the training course, a ceremony was held and

NIRS President Yonekura presented certificates to the two train-

ees (Fig.4).

4) NIRS International Symposium in collaboration with IAEA:

Tackle the Challenges: Low Dose Radiation Effect on Human

Body (December 21, 2012)

About 120 researchers participated in this symposium which

was intended to give experts of related areas the latest scientific

findings about low dose radiation effects as determined by epide-

miological surveys as well as by experiments using cells and ani-

mals. The experts shared their ideas with participants on the is-

sues to be addressed in this field and the challenges related to

the Fukushima accident were also discussed.

Invitations were extended to two experts from Europe, one from

the US, three experts from Asia, four domestic experts, and the

two trainees of the training course on biological dosimetry. Asian

experts presented their findings on impacts of the Fukushima ac-

cident in their own countries; this was very useful for NIRS re-

searchers to better know what kinds of information are needed in

neighboring countries. A summary of IAEA activities related to Ra-

diation Biology and Health Effects of Radiation was also pre-

sented.

Radiobiology for Children’s Health Program
1) Objectives

In this era of low birthrate and prolonged longevity, concerns

about the safety of fetuses and children have been growing. Pro-

gressive increases in the use of medical radiation for children

have recently forced the ICRP, IAEA and WHO to draft global in-

itiatives on radiation protection of children. In this program, we

carry out studies to provide information on the risk of carcino-

genesis due to radiation exposure, from single or repeated doses,

during fetal and childhood periods, for which there is insufficient

data. We study the effects of radiation exposure on cancer induc-

tion and lifespan shortening using animal models. The ultimate

objectives of this research program are to propose age-weighting

factors and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of heavy ions

and neutrons, for both fetuses and children. In addition, we are

seeking to understand the effect of dose fractionation in children.

2) Life span shortening

Life span shortening was investigated in B6C3F1 mice of both

genders exposed to gamma-rays (137Cs), carbon ions (energy,

290 MeV/u; LET, 13 keV/um) and neutrons (1-2 MeV) at various

ages from fetus to mature adult. For gamma-ray exposures, linear

dose-response curves were obtained with a slope (% of life span

loss per unit dose) of 9%/Gy for mice exposed to gamma-rays at

1 week of age. No gender difference was observed. For mice ex-

posed at 7 weeks of age, the slope of the dose-response was re-

duced for males, i.e. 3%/Gy, whereas the slope was unchanged

for females. In utero exposures had a negligible effect for both

genders. Carbon ions and neutrons were more effective in reduc-

ing life span than gamma-rays, particularly when fetal and neona-

tal mice were exposed. These results suggest a larger relative

biological effectiveness (RBE) of carbon ions and neutrons for fe-

tuses and infants compared to adults.

3) Cancer induction

We have previously reported that there are susceptible age-

windows for radiation carcinogenesis which are organ depend-

ent. We have now demonstrated the age-windows for a range of

organs. (1) Brain tumors: Ptch1 heterozygous mice are a model

for medulloblastoma in children with Gorlin syndrome. The perina-

tal period is the most susceptible for radiation-induced medul-

loblastoma, with decreasing sensitivity thereafter. (2) Renal cell

carcinoma: Renal cell carcinoma in Tsc2 heterozygous rats is also

most efficiently induced by irradiation at the perinatal stage. (3)

Hepatocellular carcinoma: B6C3F1 mice show the highest inci-

Fig.3 Participants in the RCA.

Fig.4 The ceremony to present certificates to two trainees on Dec.

21, 2012.
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dence of liver tumors after irradiation at 1 week of age. (4) Intesti-

nal tumors: the greatest incidence of intestinal tumors in ApcMin/+

mice was observed with irradiation at 1-2 weeks of age. (5) Mam-

mary cancers: The incidence of mammary cancers developed by

80 months of age was larger for post-pubertal (7 weeks of age)

than for pre-pubertal (3 weeks of age) irradiation. (See details in

the Highlight) (6) Lung tumors: in contrast to other organs, the in-

cidence of radiation-induced lung tumors does not increase as a

function of age-at-exposure, consistent with the result seen for A-

bomb survivors. In summary, most organs show radiation-

sensitivity in juveniles, and the susceptible age-windows for radia-

tion carcinogenesis vary by tissue.

In additional experiments, combined effects of chemical car-

cinogen and radiation during puberty were investigated. We es-

tablished levels for radiation and ENU doses for risk assessment,

as well as determined the importance of the order and timing of

the exposures, as shown in the Highlight.

Radiation Risk Reduction Research Program
1) Aims of the program

Cancer susceptibility after exposure to radiation differs depend-

ing on individuals. Age and gender are known factors causing in-

dividual differences in radiation sensitivity. Smoking has also been

identified to elevate the individual sensitivity to α-particles. In ad-

dition to these well-defined factors, there are other potential fac-

tors which have been suggested to modulate radiation sensitivity

of individuals. First, variable efficiency of DNA repair resulting

from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) located in genes for

DNA repair-related proteins is thought to cause individual differ-

ences in radiation sensitivity. As non-homologous end joining

(NHEJ) is the major mammalian system for repair of DNA double

strand breaks, a genetic variation in NHEJ-related proteins is ex-

pected to have a strong correlation with radiation sensitivity of in-

dividuals. Second, there is evidence suggesting that individual ra-

diation sensitivity is modulated by life styles; especially the calorie

intake has been shown to have a significant impact on radiation

carcinogenesis in laboratory animals.

In the last Mid-term Plan, we studied the mechanisms for an un-

targeted radiation carcinogenesis where tumors were induced in

the thymus transplanted from unirradiated donor mice depending

on radiation doses to which the host mice were exposed. We

demonstrated that microenvironment could modulate cellular sen-

sitivity to radiation carcinogenesis. In addition, we confirmed the

functional involvement of NHEJ-related factors, such as XRCC4,

Artemis, and MDC1, in cellular protection from radiation effects,

and found that the activity of these factors may modify the radia-

tion risks. Furthermore, we demonstrated a correlation between

radioadaptive responses (low dose radiation-inducible resistance

to subsequent high dose radiation) and elevated DNA repair effi-

ciency. This finding suggested a possibility that individual radia-

tion sensitivity may be artificially modulated by regulating ra-

dioadaptive responses.

Based on these accomplishments, we extended our research

efforts in a new program in the current Mid-term Plan. The pur-

pose of this program is to identify factors, whatever genetic and

epigenetic, causing individual differences in radiation sensitivity,

and also to present a possible way to reduce individual radiation

risks by artificially regulating these factors.

2) Research teams in the program

There are two research teams in the program: Radiation Risk

Modifier Research Team and Active Radiation Protection Re-

search Team. The Radiation Risk Modifier Research Team is aim-

ing at identification of lifestyle-related factors and protein markers

which are usable to identify high radiation risk individuals. The Ac-

tive Radiation Protection Research Team studies the mechanisms

for biological responses to radiation, especially radioadaptive re-

sponses and DNA damage responses, to find a way to modulate

individual radiation risks through manipulation of these responses.

3) Overview of accomplishments

We have identified some variants of non-homologous end join-

ing (NHEJ)-related factors such as Ku70 and Ku80 having a point

mutation in domains required for interaction with other molecules.

These variant proteins are candidates for the protein markers for

high radiation risk groups. And we also suggested a possibility

that the mutagenic effects of radiation may be reduced by modu-

lating the activity of another NHEJ-related factor, Artemis. This

factor is a promising target to manipulate in order to reduce radia-

tion risks. Furthermore, we could demonstrate a possible way to

reduce radiation risks by combination of restriction of calorie in-

takes and radioadaptive responses.

4) Activities other than research (e.g. Fukushima Daiichi NPP acci-

dent related activities)

Within the framework of a human resources development pro-

gram conducted by Kyoto University, we hold a training course for

university students where they could learn about some of the new-

est and most exciting aspects of radiation biology. After the acci-

dent at the Fukushima NPPP, we have actively contributed to eas-

ing the mental anxiety for residents in contaminated areas in

Fukushima and Kanto by answering questions concerning health

effects of radiation.

Regulatory Science Research Program
Aims of the program are to investigate necessary information for

development of radiation safety standards and guidelines and to

propose scientifically based measures for radiation regulation and

policy aiming at a more reasonable system of radiation protection.

The research of the program is focused on three subject areas.

1) Measures for regulation and optimization of exposures from

natural radiation

The program carried out studies on evaluation of occupational

and public exposures from natural radiation sources such as ra-

don, NORM (naturally occurring radioactive materials), and cos-

Fig.5 Translated versions of IAEA reports.
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mic ray exposure when flying in air craft. Regarding indoor radon

exposure, the efficiency of mitigation methods using under-floor

ventilation was investigated in a Japanese traditional wooden

house. International comparison of radon measurements was car-

ried out for their standardization. Occupational exposure due to

utilization of NORM was studied to obtain the relationship be-

tween activity concentration of the materials and dose received

by various workers, which is useful information to set the exemp-

tion criteria for the NORM level. The measurement system for cos-

mic rays in a facility on the top of Mt. Fuji was developed to evalu-

ate the sudden increase of dose due to solar flares.

2) Policy for radiation regulation based on radiation risk

In order to propose a radiation protection policy with considera-

tion of social rationality, the program has made a comprehensive

analysis of epidemiological data using advanced statistics analy-

sis and has also developed an effective method for risk communi-

cation. A tool for risk assessment using the latest risk information

was developed to estimate radiation risk among a specified group

of exposed people.

3) Measures for environmental protection

For the purpose of developing new standards for environmental

protection against radiation exposure, analysis of transfer of ra-

dioactive materials to animals using a dynamic model was carried

out. The results of the assessment showed higher activity concen-

tration in a standard animal than that estimated by a model using

a static value for the transfer factor.

4) Activities other than research

As activities other than research, members of the program have

addressed considerable requests from regulatory bodies respon-

sible for radiation protection of people against exposure to radio-

active materials due to the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident.

Members of the program also have cooperated in activities of in-

ternational organizations, especially UNSCEAR.

R & D Team for Biospheric Assessment
for Waste Disposal

This team aims at providing environmental transfer parameters

for radiation dose assessments from radionuclides released from

radioactive waste disposal sites. To obtain suitable parameters for

the Japanese biosphere, this team has been working in four study

areas: (1) behavior of radionuclides in Japanese estuarine areas;

(2) estimation of the behavior of the key radionuclides (C-14 and I-

129) in transuranic (TRU) waste; (3) transfer of radon from soil to

the air; and (4) development of estimation methods for environ-

mental parameters. Some details of these study areas are listed

below.

1) Behavior of radionuclides in Japanese estuarine areas

Radionuclides that can reach estuarine areas will be from river

water; and thus their behaviors will be the same as those of stable

elements. In this study, more than 40 stable elements in water,

sediment and biota samples were analyzed. Estuarine water to bi-

ota concentration ratio (CR) of various elements for algae, mol-

luscs, and crustaceans were calculated using these data. When

the obtained geometric means of CRs were compared with the

CRs recommended in IAEA Technical Report Series 422 for ma-

rine organisms, no big differences between them were found.

Sediment-seawater distribution coefficients (Kds) were also ob-

tained.

2) Estimation of the behavior of the key radionuclides (C-14 and I-

129) in TRU waste
14C, especially in low molecular weight organic forms (e.g. ace-

tic acid, formic acid and formaldehyde) will affect dose estimation

and thus it is necessary to understand their behaviors in soil and

plant systems. Soil-soil solution distribution coefficients (Kds) of

acetic acid ([1-14C], [2-14C] and [1,2-14C]), formic acid, and formal-

dehyde were obtained; it was found that radiocarbon in these

forms is easily released as gas (mostly as 14CO2) in Japanese agri-

cultural soils. Probably because of the 14CO2 gas generation,

when soil-to-plant transfer (TF) of 14C was studied using tracer ex-

periments in a growth chamber, relatively higher values were

found than expected from open field observations with a stable

carbon isotope ratio.

3) Transfer of radon from soil to the air

Radon generation and discharge into the air from waste dis-

posal sites is an issue for dose estimation. In order to understand

the fate, radon exhalation rates in agricultural fields were investi-

gated for various soil types widely observed in Japan. Also, tracer

experiments with increasing water moisture contents in several

types of soils were studied with a ventilation-type accumulation

chamber for radon exhalation rate determination. Radon exhala-

tion rates obtained in Fukuoka, Kochi and Hokkaido Prefectures

were 6.6±3.8 mBq m－2 s－1, 12.1±24.4 mBq m－2 s－1 and 2.0±
1.7 mBq m－2 s－1, respectively.

4) Development of estimation methods for environmental parame-

ters

Some environmental parameters, such as TF, Kd and CR, for im-

portant radionuclides are sometimes difficult to obtain in situ. To

estimate these values, empirical multiple regression models (Fig.

6) were developed using NIRS databases and generally available

databases collected by this team; the databases included soil

characteristics (pH, water content, size distribution, elemental

concentrations), and elemental concentrations in crops, estuarine

water and biota, etc. . Data related to the Fukushima Daiichi NPP

accident were also collected for the models.

Fig.6 Environmental transfer parameters for radiation dose assess-

ments from radionuclides released from radioactive waste dis-

posal sites and application of multiple regression models to

estimate parameters of radionuclides.
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Abstract
Here we report a study on the accurate determination of Pu iso-

topic composition in surface soil and litter. The results provide iso-

topic evidence for the release of Pu into the atmosphere and

deposition on the ground in northwest and south of the Fukushima

DNPP in the 20-30 km zones. The high activity ratio of 241Pu

/239+240Pu (> 100) from the Fukushima DNPP accident highlights the

need for long-term 241Pu dose assessment, and the ingrowth of
241Am.

Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (DNPP) accident

caused massive releases of radioactivity into the environment.

The released highly volatile fission products, such as 129mTe, 131I,
134Cs, 136Cs and 137Cs were found to be widely distributed in

Fukushima and its adjacent prefectures in eastern Japan. How-

ever, the release of non-volatile actinides, in particular, Pu iso-

topes remains uncertain more than half a year after the accident.

Experimental
We collected surface soil samples for the determination of ac-

tivities of 137Cs and Pu, and Pu atom ratios (240Pu/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu)

in: Chiba, Kamagaya, and Mito Cities in the Kanto Plain; the

Evacuation-Prepared Area (J-Village, 20 km south of Fukushima

DNPP); and the Deliberate Evacuation Area (S1, in Katsurao Vil-

lage, 25 km WNW of Fukushima DNPP; S2, in Namie Town, 26 km

NW of Fukushima DNPP; and S3, in Iitate Village, 32 NW of

Fukushima DNPP) (Fig.1). The determination of Pu isotopes was

done using a sector-field ICP-MS.

Results
For the samples collected in Fukushima Prefecture, activities of

239+240Pu ranged from 0.019 to 1.400 mBq/g, within the typical

global fallout 239+240Pu activity range of 0.15 to 4.31 mBq/g ob-

served in Japanese soils before the Fukushima DNPP accident.

However, high activities of 241Pu ranging from 4.52 to 34.8 mBq/g

were detected in samples of the J-Village surface soil (0-2 cm)

and of litter at sites S2 and S3. 241Pu was released into the environ-

ment through atmospheric nuclear weapons tests in the last cen-

tury. Due to its short half-life of 14.4 years, the activity of 241Pu in

Japanese soils is quite low (ca. 1.2 for 241Pu/239+240Pu activity ratio,
241Pu decay corrected to 15 March 2011). Therefore, the finding of

high 241Pu activities in these samples suggested an additional Pu

input. The 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu atom ratios found in these

samples ranged from 0.303 to 0.330 and from 0.103 to 0.135, re-

spectively. They were significantly higher than those of global fall-

out and the atmospheric fallout deposition in Japan from 1963 to

1979, indicating new Pu input from the Fukushima DNPP acci-

dent. We noted that in the surface soil (0-1cm) under the litter

layer at sites S3 and S2, no 241Pu was determined and 240Pu/239Pu

atom ratios were 0.144 and 0.177, respectively, close to the global

fallout value. This phenomenon indicated that the released Pu de-

posited in the litter layer, had not reached the underlying surface

soil by May 2011 when the samples were collected. We consid-

ered that the atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu found in the

litter layer reflected the isotopic composition of the released Pu

from the Fukushima DNPP accident. Compared to the Pu isotopic

composition seen after the Chernobyl accident, the Fukushima

accident Pu had a slightly higher 241Pu/239Pu atom ratio, but lower

ratio of 240Pu/239Pu (Fig.2).

The atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu found in the surface

soil of J-Village were slightly lower than those in litter samples in

Namie Town (S2) and Iitate Village (S3) in the NW direction of the

Fukushima DNPP. The plot of 241Pu/239Pu vs. 240Pu/239Pu for the

global fallout, the soil in J-Village and the litter at sites S2 and S3

could be described by a linear function (r2=0.9901): 241Pu/239Pu =

0.9024x(240Pu/239Pu)-0.1656 (Fig. 2). This indicated that the Pu in J-

Village surface soil (0-2 cm) contained a small proportion of

global fallout Pu. Using a two end-member mixing model we

found the percentage of Fukushima-derived 239+240Pu in the J-

Village soil was 87 %; and the other 13 % 239+240Pu was of global
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fallout origin. We noted that Pu activities in the J-Village surface

soil were ca. one order of magnitude lower than those northwest

of Fukushima DNPP.

In the samples that showed Pu contamination from the

Fukushima accident, we detected extremely high 137Cs activities.

They ranged from 1.15x104 to 4.65x106 mBq/g. The activity ratios

of 137Cs/239+240Pu for these samples ranged from 1.95x105 to 2.53x

107, and they were several orders of magnitude higher than that of

the Chernobyl accident (770, 137Cs corrected for decay to June

1997), indicating that the release of 239+240Pu from the Fukushima

DNPP accident was very small.

In this study, the 241Pu/239+240Pu activity ratio of the Fukushima-

derived Pu was found to be higher than 100. The additional dose

contribution from 241Pu has to be estimated. As an example, as-

suming a similar contamination of 241Pu in the surface soil as that

in the litter layer and using the method of IAEA-TECDOC-955, we

estimated the 241Pu dose for a person living for 50 years in the vi-

cinity of S2 site to be 0.44 mSv, about 4 times the 239+240Pu dose es-

timated by the MEXT.
241Pu is a beta-emitting isotope, as a result of 241Pu decay the in-

crease of 241Am may significantly enhance the alpha-activity level

in the contaminated area for a certain period of time. We made a

prognostic predication on the ingrowth of 241Am [1]. The result

showed that the 241Am/239+240Pu activity ratio would increase quickly

to reach a maximum value of 3.12 in the year 2081, followed by a

gradual decrease. This predicated maximum value of 3.12 is al-

most one order of magnitude higher than that of the expected

global fallout 241Am/239+240Pu in the year 2042. Furthermore, the in-

creased amount of 241Am may remain in the surface soil for dec-

ades together with Pu isotopes, as demonstrated in our previous

study on the downward migration of 241Am and Pu released from

the atomic bomb detonation in Nishiyama area, Nagasaki, Ja-

pan [2]. Therefore, it is highly necessary to investigate the distribu-

tion and surface activity of 241Pu inside the 20 km zone, where

much higher 241Pu could be expected. This is important for the

long-term dose assessment of actinides contamination.

For soil samples collected in Mito, Chiba, and Kamagaya Cities,

although 137Cs activities were significantly higher than the activity

level before the accident, the 239+240Pu activities and 240Pu/239Pu

atom ratios were typical values of global fallout and no 241Pu could

be detected. We concluded that the Fukushima source contribu-

tion to the total Pu activity was negligible.

Fig.1 Map showing the locations of soil sampling sites [1].

Fig.2 Mixing plot of 241Pu/239Pu atom ratio vs. 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio for litter

and surface soil samples collected in the 20-30 km zones around

the Fukushima daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, Japan, and a compari-

son of isotopic composition with those of the Chernobyl accident

and the global fallout sources [1].
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Abstract
Fallout from the disaster at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear

Power Plant (FDNPP) has been monitored at NIRS, located about

220 km south-southwest of the FDNPP. Sampling was started from

15 March 2011, 2-3 times a day for the first 10 days and then once

a day until 22 April 2011. Gamma-ray spectrometry of fallout

deposition samples revealed the presence of 131I, 132I, 132Te, 134Cs

and 137Cs. The largest deposition was observed during 7:00-16:

00, on 21 March. The estimated total deposition densities at NIRS

were 1.40×105 Bq/m2 for 131I, 4.12×104 Bq/m2 for 132Te, 1.45×104

Bq/m2 for 134Cs, and 1.48×104 Bq/m2 for 137Cs (corrected to 11

March 2011). The obtained densities of 134Cs and 137Cs were also

supported by the accumulated amount of 134Cs and 137Cs in soil

near the deposition sampling site.

Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) suffered

severe damage from an earthquake of magnitude 9.0 and the

subsequent huge tsunami on 11 March 2011. In the following

days, large release of radionuclides occurred from the plant. Ac-

cording to estimates from the former Nuclear and Industrial Safety

Agency (NISA), the released 131I was 1.6× 1017 Bq and 1.5× 1016

Bq for 137Cs. For comparison, 1.76 × 1018 Bq of 131I was released

by the Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident.

Environmental radioactivity levels in the Kanto Plain have be-

come of growing concern to the public. Quantitative data and iso-

tope ratios of different radionuclides for the fallout deposition,

however, have been limited, although such data may provide use-

ful information for the estimation of public exposure dose and the

emission inventory of radionuclides. In this annual report, we pre-

sent initial results of measured fallout deposition at the National In-

stitute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS), located about 220 km

south-southwest from the FDNPP. Details of this investigation were

reported by Ishii et al. [1].

Material and methods
Fallout deposition samples were collected on the roof of a five-

story building at NIRS (Fig.1). The sampling periods are listed in

Table 1. A total of 52 samples were collected during the investiga-

tion period. Two stainless steel containers, each with a 0.2 m2 of

surface area, were placed at a height of 20 cm above the roof sur-

face. These containers included at least 300 mL of 1% tetramethyl

ammonium hydroxide (TMAH; super-pure grade, vol to vol), which

prevents iodine losses through volatilization. At the end of each

sampling, 100 mL of the sample was transferred into a 250 mL

polypropylene container for gamma-ray spectrometry.

The total deposition of 137Cs was also estimated using soil in

flowerpots (n = 3), which were placed on a building roof near the

fallout deposition sampling site from 11 March to 19 May 2011.

The soil sample was dried and well mixed to make a homogene-

ous radioactive cesium concentration at the end of the experiment

(19 May 2011) and transferred into a U8 polystyrene container for

gamma-ray spectrometry. This estimation was carried out to en-

sure reliability of our investigation for fallout deposition at the

rooftop.

The gamma-ray spectrometry was done using germanium de-

tectors (Seiko EG&G). The measurement values were corrected to

15:27 on 11 March, when the first tsunami struck the FDNPP.

Results and discussion
Fallout deposition samples contained 131I, 132I, 132Te, 134Cs, and

137Cs. In this annual report, results of 131I and 137Cs are described.

Figure 2 shows the fallout deposition rates per unit area (Bq/m2/h),

obtained by dividing deposition densities (Bq/m2) by collection

time (h). A small peak of the fallout deposition rate per unit area

for 131I was observed at sampling #3 (from 7:30 to 13:20 on 6

March,). The rate, however, decreased from 3.6 x 102 Bq/m2/h at

sampling #3 to 3.1 Bq/m2/h at sampling #8. The maximum rate of
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7.0 x 103 Bq/m2/h was observed at sampling #16, and the rate

gradually decreased to 0.9 Bq/m2/h at the end of our investigation.

No rainfall was observed at Chiba City until 16 March, and thus

dry deposition was the main mechanism during this period for this

radionuclide. The importance of dry deposition of 131I was also re-

ported for the Chernobyl accident of 1986.

The largest deposition event at NIRS started from 21 March.

From 7:00 to 16:00 that day, the deposition rates were 7.0×103 Bq

/m2/h for 131I and 1.4×103 Bq/m2/h for 137Cs. These significant in-

creases in fallout deposition rates could be related to rainfall. This

was the first rainy day around the Kanto Plain after the large re-

lease of radionuclides from the FDNPP on 15 and 16 March, and

the rainfall continued for 3 days. The results show that wet deposi-

tion was the main pathway for fallout deposition of these radionu-

clides to the ground during the investigation periods.

Fallout deposition was also monitored at the Japan Chemical

Analysis Center (JCAC) and the Chiba Prefectural Environmental

Research Center (CPERC) in addition to NIRS within the prefec-

ture. Both centers are located within 15 km from NIRS. Then, the

fallout deposition densities were compared among those sites us-

ing the data from 18 March to 22 April, because the monitoring of

fallout deposition at CPERC began from 18 March and ended 22

April at NIRS. The total deposition densities were 4.7 x 103 Bq/m2

at JCAC, 4.9 x 103 Bq/m2 at CPERC, and 1.5 x 104 Bq/m2 at NIRS.

One reason for the differences in the total deposition densities

may be rainfall intercepting the plume. When we sampled the fall-

out deposition at 9:00 on 21 March, it was raining heavily, but no

rainfall was recorded at the CPERC sampling site at that time.

To ensure reliability of the fallout deposition densities at NIRS,

the total amount of radioactive cesium in the soils of some flower-

pots were also measured, and the densities were estimated as 1.4

x104 ± 2.5 x103 Bq/m2 (corrected to 11 March 2011). These esti-

mated densities from the soil were only slightly less than the total

deposition densities at NIRS. Our estimation of fallout deposition

densities gave no indication of a three-fold overestimation. The

loss may be due to leakage of radioactive cesium through the in-

terspace between the soil and the wall of the flowerpot when it

was raining and blowing away of small soil particles contaminated

with radioactive cesium under dry conditions.

Fig.1 Sampling site of fallout deposition at NIRS [2].

Fig.2 Fallout deposition of 131I and 137Cs during our investigation periods [2].

Table 1 Beginning time and ending time of sampling at NIRS
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Introduction
Heavy ion radiotherapy using HIMAC continues to improve can-

cer treatment by permitting accurate dose localization and strong

biological effects attributed to the sharp Bragg peak and high lin-

ear energy transfer (LET). Because Bragg peaks are normally too

narrow for therapeutic applications, spread-out Bragg peaks

(SOBP) have been devised to obtain a broad and uniform dose

distribution. Fractionated irradiation with a beam with a 6-cm

SOBP, which is possible from 290-MeV/u carbon ions and has an

LET range of 40-90 keV/μm within the SOBP component, has

been used to treat several cancer types.

There is increasing concern that medical radiation exposure

can increase the risk of cancer, especially in children. Breast tis-

sue is susceptible to radiation-induced carcinogenesis, and epi-

demiological studies have suggested a high risk of breast cancer

after radiation exposure during childhood. Carbon-ion radiother-

apy is currently not applied for the treatment of childhood can-

cers, partly because of the potential risk of promoting secondary

cancer. We previously reported a high relative biological effective-

ness (RBE) for the induction of mammary carcinogenesis in rats ir-

radiated with a 6-cm SOBP carbon-ion beam at early adulthood (7

weeks) [1]. As the mammary gland is one of the organs irradiated

during radiotherapy for tumors in the chest area, it is likely that

healthy mammary tissue will be exposed to the relatively low-LET

(13 keV/μm) component of the carbon-ion beam. Nevertheless,

there is no published information from studies conducted in hu-

mans or using animal models about the risk of carcinogenesis fol-

lowing carbon-ion irradiation, whether fractionated or single, dur-

ing childhood.

Apart from clinical issues, evidence suggests high susceptibil-

ity of the fetus to radiogenic cancer. In the present program, we

used a common rat model of mammary carcinogenesis to investi-

gate the effects of irradiation with 13 keV/μm carbon ions on rats

of various ages in comparison with rats irradiated with γ rays. The

study has been published in the International Journal of Radiation

Oncology Biology Physics [2].

Results
1) Age window of susceptibility

Female Sprague-Dawley rats at various ages (embryonic days

3, 13 and 17, and 1, 3, 7 and 15 weeks after birth) were irradiated

with 137Cs γ rays or 290 MeV/u carbon ions (with an LET of 13 keV/

μm) at 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gy. A group of non-irradiated rats was

subjected to the same analysis to enable comparison. All rats

were observed weekly for development of palpable mammary tu-

mors until 90 weeks of age (or earlier if general deterioration of an

animal required that it be euthanized), after which the animals

were euthanized. Excised mammary tumors were analyzed his-

tologically and classified as either adenocarcinoma or benign tu-

mors, such as adenoma and fibroadenoma. The hazard ratio for

the development of palpable carcinoma in 1.0-Gy-irradiated

groups was calculated based on using Cox’s proportional hazard

model (Fig. 1). Herein, γ irradiation at 1 week of age and carbon-

Fig.1 Risk of mammary carcinoma in rats irradiated with 1 Gy of γ rays or

carbon ions at various ages. Mean and 95% confidence interval of

hazard ratios. E, embryonic day. ＊, P < 0.05; ＊＊, P < 0.01.
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ion irradiation at 3 and 7 weeks of age significantly increased the

risk of carcinogenesis. Thus, for rats, the period of susceptibility to

radiation-induced mammary carcinogenesis lies between 1-7

weeks after birth, with minimal susceptibility following irradiation

during either the embryonic or full-adulthood stage.

2) Dose-effect relationship

Dose-effect relationships were then analyzed for experiments

involving irradiation with γ rays or carbon ions at 1, 3 and 7 weeks

after birth. The highest dose (2.0 Gy) of radiation at 1 week of age

was excluded from this analysis because premature cessation of

the estrous cycle was induced in these rats (data not shown). In

this analysis, plotting of hazard ratios against dose indicated simi-

lar effects of γ irradiation among the groups of rats irradiated be-

tween 1-7 weeks after birth (Fig. 2). In contrast, the effect of car-

bon ions was greater for animals irradiated at later stages of de-

velopment.

3) RBE values

We first calculated the value of ERR (Gy－1) for each combina-

tion of radiation and age, as defined by the increase in the hazard

ratio with unit dose (Table 1). The ERR values of the γ-ray groups

fell within close proximity, having mutually overlapping 95% confi-

dence intervals. Therefore, we combined these γ-ray groups to

form a new set of dose-effect relationship data to obtain a better

estimation of ERR for γ rays (Table 1, bottom row); as mentioned

above, data of 2.0 Gy irradiation at 1 week of age were excluded.

The RBE values for carbon-ion irradiation were calculated as the

ratio of ERR for carbon ions to ERR for the combined γ-ray data as

a reference, giving the values 0.2, 1.3, and 2.8, respectively (Ta-

ble 1, rightmost column). Thus, the data suggested lower RBE

values for mammary cancer risk from carbon-ion irradiation of

neonatal and juvenile rats compared with that of young adult rats.

Clinical implications
Use of carbon ions for thoracic tumors of children (e.g., os-

teosarcomas and chordoma) would result in exposure of the

mammary tissue to doses and LET commensurate with the experi-

mental situation used here（～1.5 Gy/fraction, ～13 keV/μm). Irra-

diation of other areas will result in exposure to very low radiation

doses from scattered beams [3], which were not tested in these ex-

periments. The absorbed dose from carbon ions to the normal tis-

sue is generally less than one-third of that used in photon radio-

therapies because of the high biological effect and improved

dose localization (Fig. 2, arrows); therefore, even for the highest

RBE postulated in our study (i.e., 2.8), the expected cancer risk

would be lower than that anticipated for photon radiotherapies.

Our findings imply that carbon-ion therapy may be associated

with a risk of secondary breast cancer in humans, the extent of

which may depend on the age of the patient at the time of irradia-

tion.

Fig.2 Dose-effect relationship for risk of mammary carcinoma induction in rats irradiated with γ rays or car-

bon ions at neonatal, juvenile and early adulthood stages. Mean and 95% confidence interval of haz-

ard ratios. ＊, P < 0.05; ＊＊, P < 0.01; ＊＊＊, P < 0.001.
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Table 1 Excess relative risk (ERR) per Gy and RBE (mean and 95% confi-

dence interval) of carbon ions for rat mammary carcinogenesis.

Age at exposure
ERR (Gy－1)

RBE
γ rays Carbon ions

1 week 1.1［－0.3, 2.4] 0.2［－0.4, 0.8] 0.2［－0.3, 0.7]

3 weeks 1.5 [1.2, 1.7] 1.5 [1.3, 1.8] 1.3 [1.0, 1.6]

7 weeks 1.0 [0.1, 1.9] 3.3 [2.2, 4.5] 2.8 [1.8, 3.9]

All ages combined 1.2 [1.0, 1.3] － －
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Introduction
Children are considered to be more sensitive to both radiation

and carcinogenic chemicals as compared with adults because: (i)

children’s tissues are growing rapidly; and (ii) children have a

longer life expectancy. As highlighted by the Fukushima nuclear

power plant accident, cancer risk from radiation exposure to chil-

dren is one of the central concerns for radiation protection.

The fact that individual carcinogens induce specific mutations

in cancer-related genes contributes to researchers’ understand-

ing of the molecular pathways and mechanisms underlying can-

cer development. The major cause of human cancer is natural

and man-made carcinogens in food and the environment; there-

fore, tumor induction by radiation exposure should always be con-

sidered in the context of the possible contributions from other en-

vironmental factors. For example, the combined effect of radiation

exposure and smoking among atomic bomb survivors is additive,

whereas that of exposure to radon progeny and smoking on lung

cancer in underground miners is sub-multiplicative. The risk of the

combined effect of radiotherapy and chemotherapy for Hodgkin’s

disease is additive, but the effects of radiotherapy and smoking

are synergistic.

We used two genotoxic carcinogens, X-rays and N -ethyl-N -

nitrosourea (ENU), to probe the mechanism of carcinogenesis

caused by the combination of two distinct agents. X-rays cause

double-or single-strand breaks in DNA, which can result in dele-

tions or recombination, while ENU forms DNA adducts that can

generate point mutations. Thus, it would be expected that the two

carcinogens would each produce a different mutation spectrum.

Indeed, we previously demonstrated that high-dose X-ray- and

ENU-induced lymphomas each harbored a distinct mutation

spectrum of the gene Ikaros, which encodes a transcription factor

that plays a key role in lineage commitment and differentiation in

lymphoid cells, and is also a tumor suppressor in acute lym-

phoblastic leukemia.

In this research highlight, we describe determination of the

mode and mechanism of the carcinogenic effect of radiation com-

bined with ENU, focusing on the dose-dependent effects of both

carcinogens. In addition, we detail our comparison of the mutation

spectrum of Ikaros in lymphomas induced by both agents with

those induced by treatment with X-rays or ENU alone.

Results
1) Combined exposure with X-rays followed by ENU shows both

synergistic and antagonistic effects but simultaneous exposure

to both carcinogens shows only a synergistic effect

We studied the mode and mechanism of the carcinogenic ef-

fect of radiation in combination with ENU. Induction of T-cell lym-

phomas by X-ray irradiation or ENU treatment showed thresholds

at 0.4 Gy or 100 ppm, respectively. For combined exposures (X-

ray→ENU), 4-week-old B6C3F1 female mice were irradiated with

X-rays for 4 consecutive weeks (Kaplan’s method) followed by 4

weeks of ENU treatment (Fig. 1A). For simultaneous exposures (X-

rays+ENU), the mice were irradiated with X-rays by the same

method while being treated with ENU from 4 weeks of age. To

clarify the combined effect, doses of X-rays (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, or 1.0

Gy per fraction) and ENU (0, 50, 100, or 200 ppm) were selected,

Fig.1 Experimental protocol for combined exposure to X-rays followed by

ENU (X-rays→ENU) and simultaneous exposure of X-rays and ENU

(X-rays+ENU). Mice were exposed to X-rays every week (lightning

bolts) starting at age of 4 weeks. ENU treatment was started at age

4 or 8 weeks.
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centered on the threshold doses for T-cell lymphoma induction

(0.4 Gy and 100 ppm, respectively). B6C3F1 mice exposed to X-

rays→ENU developed T-cell lymphomas in a dose-dependent

manner. Radiation doses above an apparent threshold acted syn-

ergistically with ENU to promote lymphoma development,

whereas radiation doses below that threshold antagonized ENU-

induced lymphoma development (Fig. 2A). For mice exposed si-

multaneously to X-rays+ENU, radiation doses above an apparent

threshold showed a synergistic effect, but lower doses did not

show any antagonistic effect (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, the combina-

tion of doses below the threshold for both carcinogens, i.e. the

combination of 0.2 or 0.4 Gy of X-rays with 50 or 100 ppm of ENU,

did not induce T-cell lymphomas, except for simultaneous expo-

sure to 0.4 Gy X-rays and 100 ppm ENU.

2) Combined exposure alters the frequency of loss of heterozy-

gosity (LOH) on chromosome 11 in lymphomas

We next investigated carcinogen-associated molecular chan-

ges to delineate the carcinogenic pathways activated by com-

bined exposure. We previously reported that frequent LOH on

chromosome 11 is characteristic of lymphomas induced by X-

rays (1.6 Gy per fraction) but that LOH is rarely observed in spon-

taneous or ENU-induced lymphomas [1]. The frequency of LOH at

the Ikaros locus was significantly lower in ENU-induced, X-ray→
ENU-induced, and X-rays+ENU-induced lymphomas (22%, P <

0.001; 17%, P < 0.001; 23%, P < 0.001, respectively; Chi-square

test), compared with X-ray-induced lymphomas (51%) (Fig. 2).

Thus, the pathway associated with Ikaros LOH was significant for

X-ray-induced lymphomagenesis, but not for ENU, X-ray→ENU or

X-rays+ENU exposures.

3) Combined exposure changes the proportion of Ikaros alteration

types

Various types of Ikaros mutations have been reported in both

human and mouse lymphomas. Therefore, we identified Ikaros al-

terations by analyzing mRNA and protein expression, and by se-

quencing the gene of lymphomas to distinguish differences be-

tween lymphoma-inducing treatments. Four types of Ikaros altera-

tion (point mutation, insertion or deletion, null expression, and al-

tered splicing) were observed in X-ray-induced lymphomas, and

the proportions of these alterations differed among the lympho-

mas induced by combined exposure. The X-ray→ENU-induced

and X-rays+ENU-induced lymphomas most frequently exhibited

Ikaros point mutations, in the former accompanied by LOH at low

frequency (18%), and in the latter accompanied by LOH more fre-

quently (40%). The results suggest that X-ray→ENU exposure ac-

tivated an ENU-induced mutagenic pathway, but X-rays+ENU ex-

posure activated both radiation and ENU-induced pathways.

4) Combined exposure changes the distribution and frequency of

base substitutions in Ikaros

We further analyzed the frequency and spectrum of Ikaros base

substitutions in the lymphomas in detail. X-ray-induced lympho-

mas harbored G:C to A:T substitutions at CpG sites, and A:T to G:

C substitutions; while ENU-induced lymphomas showed mainly A:

T to G:C substitutions. In X-ray→ENU-induced lymphomas, four

types of base substitutions (G:C to A:T at non-CpG, A:T to G:C, G:

C to T:A, and A:T to T:A) were frequently observed. In contrast, X-

ray+ENU-induced lymphomas showed only G:C to A:T at non-

CpG sites, and A:T to G:C substitutions. These data suggest that

G:C to A:T at non-CpG substitutions were associated with both

combined exposure, while the G:C to T:A, and A:T to T:A substitu-

tions were uniquely associated with X-ray→ENU exposure. Base

substitution in the lymphomas was altered by the order of expo-

sure to the two carcinogens.

Summary
In this study, we determined the mode and mechanism of the

carcinogenic effect of radiation and ENU treatment, focusing on

dose-dependent effects of both carcinogens. [2, 3] We found

both dose-dependent synergistic and antagonistic effects of X-

ray→ENU exposure on T-cell lymphomagenesis, but only the syn-

ergistic effect of X-rays+ENU exposure. In addition, The X-ray→
ENU- and X-rays+ENU-induced lymphomas predominantly har-

bored Ikaros point mutations. The data on point mutation and

LOH status suggest that X-rays→ENU-induced lymphomas acti-

vated an ENU-induced mutagenic pathway, but X-rays+ENU-

induced lymphomas activated both X-ray- and ENU-induced

mutagenic pathways. These data highlight the importance of the

radiation and ENU doses for risk assessment, as well as the order

and timing of the exposures. These findings will likely contribute to

the assessment of human cancer risk following exposure to multi-

ple carcinogens.

The carcinogenic effects of ionizing radiation and chemicals

vary markedly with age at exposure. The effect of combined expo-

sure to radiation and environmental carcinogens in children is still

a major concern, and warrants further study.

Fig.2 Incidence of T-cell lymphoma (TL) induction by combined exposure

to X-rays followed by ENU (X-rays→ENU) (A) and simultaneous ex-

posure of X-rays and ENU (X-rays+ENU) (B).
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Radiation-induced adaptive response (AR) is a phenomenon

manifesting as a priming low-dose-induced resistance to a subse-

quent challenge exposure at higher doses. Investigations of AR

are expected to provide an important scientific basis for radiation

risk estimates, protection and practical applications, which are of

great interest for both public health and academic research. AR

has been studied for nearly three decades since the concept was

first introduced into radiation biology and demonstrated in a vari-

ety of in vitro and in vivo systems. Among the documented in vivo

AR models, the mouse AR model (Yonezawa Effect) was originally

established by using sparsely ionizing (low linear energy transfer

(low-LET)) X-rays as both the priming and challenge irradiations,

and it was characterized by significantly decreased mortality in

the 30-day survival test. The underlying mechanism was due to

radioresistance occurring in blood-forming (hematopoietic) tis-

sues. Reproducibility of the Yonezawa Effect was verified and

confirmed previously in our lab using C57BL/6J female mice. Irra-

diations were performed by delivering a priming low dose of X-

rays (0.50 Gy) in combination with a challenge high dose from

either X-rays or densely ionizing (high-LET) accelerated ion parti-

cles [1, 2]. In this study, we further investigated the residual damage

in the hematopoietic system in surviving animals [3]. By verifying

the residual damage in the hematopoietic system in the mouse

survivors from the AR group (receiving both the priming and chal-

lenge irradiations) and the non-AR group (receiving only the chal-

lenge irradiations), we aimed at studying whether the priming irra-

diations could relieve the detrimental late effects induced by the

challenge irradiations in this mouse model of AR.

C57BL/6J Jms strain female mice were used and all experimen-

tal protocols involving them were reviewed and approved by The

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Insti-

tute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS). The experiments were per-

formed in strict accordance with the NIRS Guidelines for the Care

and Use of Laboratory Animals. X-rays were generated with an X-

ray machine (Pantak-320S, Shimadzu, Japan) operated at 200

kVp and 20 mA, using a 0.50-mm Al + 0.50-mm Cu filter. For high-

LET heavy-ion irradiations, a monoenergetic beam of carbon or

neon particles was generated and accelerated by the synchrotron

(a cyclic particle accelerator with its guiding magnetic field syn-

chronized to the particle beam) of the Heavy Ion Medical Accel-

erator in Chiba (HIMAC), at NIRS. The beam energy was 290 MeV

/nucleon for carbon ions and 400 MeV/nucleon for neon ions, cor-

responding to average LET values of about 15 keV/μm and 30

keV/μm, respectively.

Residual damage in the hematopoietic system was studied in

the peripheral blood hemogram (a complete blood count) in the

surviving animals one day after the 30-day survival test. Results

showed that the priming low dose of X-rays could relieve the detri-

mental effects on the hematopoietic system. The priming low dose

of X-rays significantly reduced the decrease in peripheral blood

platelet count induced by the challenge exposure (X-rays or

heavy ions) (data not shown). Because bone marrow failure (loss

of blood-forming ability) was the main cause of animal death in

this AR mouse model, we also measured residual damage in the

bone marrow cells of surviving animals one day after the 30-day

survival test. Results obtained in surviving animals from the posi-

tive control group (receiving both priming and challenge doses

from X-rays), the carbon ion group (receiving the priming dose

from X-rays and challenge dose from carbon ions), and the neon

ion group (receiving the priming dose from X-rays and challenge

dose from neon ions) are shown in Fig. 1. We observed both an

improvement in the ratio of immature red blood cells (polychro-

matic erythrocytes (PCEs)) to the sum of PCEs and mature red

blood cells (normochromatic erythrocytes (NCEs)) (Fig. 1A) and a

marked reduction of both the incidences of PCEs with small nuclei

(micronucleated (MN)) (MNPCEs) (Fig. 1B) and the incidences of

NCEs with small nuclei (MNNCEs) (Fig. 1C). The small nuclei are

the by-products resulting from chromosomal damages caused by

radiation.

Low doses of low-LET irradiations induce protective effects

through mechanisms such as enhancement of antioxidative ca-
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pacities, increase in cellular DNA double-strand break repair ca-

pacity leading to reduction of initial DNA damage in AR in mice in

vivo, and reduction of cell death, chromosomal aberrations, muta-

tions and malignant transformation in vitro. These induced re-

sponses have been tightly conserved throughout evolution, sug-

gesting that they are basic responses critical to life. In addition to

the acute mouse killing effect in the AR animal model, examination

of residual damage and late detrimental effects on the hema-

topoietic system, such as the decrease in blood cell production

(myelosuppression) and delayed genotoxic (toxic to DNA) effects,

is of importance from the viewpoint of AR study and radiation pro-

tection.

Taken together, our results showed that a priming low dose of

low-LET X-rays could relieve detrimental late effects including the

decrease in blood-forming function (anhematopoiesis) and de-

layed genotoxic effects that were induced by high dose of either

low-LET X-rays or high-LET heavy ions in bone marrow cells.

These findings suggested that the priming low dose of low LET ir-

radiations induced a protective effect on the hematopoietic sys-

tem, which may play an important role in both rescue from acute

lethal damage (mouse killing) and prevention of late detrimental

consequences (residual anhematopoiesis and delayed genotoxic

effects) caused by exposure to a high challenge dose from either

low-LET or high-LET irradiations. Results indicated the signifi-

cance and possible application of AR to the reduction of genomic

instability induced by high-dose irradiations. These findings bring

new knowledge to the characterization of the Yonezawa Effect by

providing new insight into the mechanistic study of AR in vivo.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.1 Relief by a priming dose of 0.50 Gy X-rays of delayed genotoxic ef-

fects on the femur bone marrow of mice from a challenge dose of

7.50 Gy X-rays, 5.75 Gy carbon or 5.50 Gy neon. The percentage of

PCEs to PCEs and NCEs (A), the per-mille of MNPCEs to PCEs (B),

and the per-mille of MNNCEs to NCEs (C) are shown. ＊ P <0.05; ＊＊

P <0.01 [3].
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One of the purposes of our research program is to provide a

scientific basis for radiation risk reduction. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to discover genetic radiation risk-modifying factors in the hu-

man population. The first step for achieving this purpose is to de-

velop a method to discover genetic radiation risk-modifying fac-

tors that will help to advance an individual-oriented risk assess-

ment of low-dose radiation.

Development of new technology to discover genetic
radiation risk-modifying factors useful in the indivi-
dual-oriented risk assessment of low-dose radiation

Human cancer development is a multi-step process, and many

mutations are necessary for a cell to become a cancer cell. It is

unlikely that low-dose radiation dramatically induces and accu-

mulates many mutations in genetically normal human cells. The

DNA repair system protects the human genome from radiation. In

humans, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is the predominant

repair system for DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). It is sug-

gested that a more error-prone pathway, i.e., microhomology-

mediated end joining, repairs DSBs, if the NHEJ pathway is inacti-

vated. Therefore, defects in the DNA repair genes, especially core

-NHEJ genes, are assumed to be key process for radiation car-

cinogenesis and oncogenesis. In fact, it has been reported that

genetic variations in NHEJ genes can influence DNA repair ca-

pacity and confer predisposition to several types of clinical hu-

Fig.1 Live cell imaging of human core-NHEJ repair proteins at DNA damage sites and molecular mechanisms of

human NHEJ repair system; modified from figures in [1], [3] and J. Vet. Med. Sci., 74, 1269-1275, 2012.
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man cancer. Furthermore, patients who have a mutation (or muta-

tions) in core-NHEJ genes, i.e., Artemis, DNA-PKcs, DNA ligase

IV, or XLF, have already been reported, and some of these pa-

tients and animal models showed cancer predisposition. There-

fore, we are interested in the idea that significant defects in NHEJ

functions might confer genetic susceptibility to radiation.

The NHEJ is considered to begin with the binding of Ku, i.e., a

heterodimer of Ku70 and Ku80 (Fig. 1). Human lung cancer

causes many deaths worldwide. Recently, a significant associa-

tion between the polymorphisms of genes in the NHEJ pathway

and lung cancer susceptibility or prognosis has been reported.

Thus, we have established and characterized Ku70-deficient epi-

thelial cell lines (MLEs) from murine lungs lacking Ku70 [1, 2]. Ex-

pectedly, the Ku70 -／- MLE cells were markedly sensitive to X-

irradiation at low doses, from 0.125 to 2 Gy as compared with

Ku70 +／- MLE cells. The accumulation mechanism of Ku70 at

DSBs plays key roles in regulating the NHEJ activity. We hypothe-

sized that influence on NHEJ activity of a genetic variation of Ku70

could be evaluated, if the accumulation at DSBs of Ku70 and its

mutants could be observed. We examined whether EGFP-tagged

human Ku70 expressed in Ku70 -／- MLE cells accumulated at

DSB sites [1]. As shown in Fig. 2, we could observe that EGFP-

Ku70 accumulated at DSBs immediately after irradiation, when

the DSBs were induced using our simple live-cell imaging tech-

nique with a laser. On the other hand, the Ku70 deletion mutant

(EGFP-Ku70 (△375-481)) failed to accumulate at the irradiated

sites. Next, we investigated the association of a single mutation of

Ku70 with DNA repair capacity using the same method (Fig. 2).

Our findings showed that a single mutation of Ku70 at amino acid

385 in the Ku80-binding domain inhibits the interaction of Ku70

with Ku80, and EGFP-Ku70(L385R) cannot accumulate at DSBs.

These results indicate that we can evaluate whether the variation

of Ku70, e.g., single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), modifies

the repair activity of NHEJ using this method. Altogether, we have

succeeded in developing a new method to discover genetic ra-

diation risk-modifying factors, although it is a prototype (Fig. 2).

Next, using the Ku70 -／- MLE cells established, we showed that

Ku70 is essential for the accumulations of XRCC4 and XLF, but

not of Artemis and p21, at DSBs in the early stage following irra-

diation of lung epithelial cells (Fig. 1) [1, 3]. Thus, the accumulation

of the core-NHEJ factors XRCC4 and XLF is dependent on Ku;

however, that of another NHEJ factor, Artemis, which plays a role

in both the NHEJ and homologous recombination (HR) pathways,

is independent of Ku in MLE cells. This information will be useful

to clarify the functional significance of SNPs of NHEJ genes.

We have also established and characterized cell lines with

EGFP-tagged human XRCC4 (Fig. 3). These cell lines might be

useful for the study of the molecular mechanism underlying the

cellular resistance via the XRCC4-dependent NHEJ repair path-

way to low-dose radiation. Furthermore, these cell lines might be

useful to identify potentially sensitive individuals, who have an ab-

normality in the XRCC4-dependent DNA repair function.

Conclusion and Perspective
It is possible that certain human populations possess a lower

DNA repair capacity due to a genetic factor, and thus they experi-

ence a greater effect due to radiation exposure. In this program,

until now, we have identified two genes, i.e., Ku70 and XRCC4, as

candidates for genetic radiation risk-modifying factors useful in

the risk assessment of low-dose radiation. Furthermore, the cell

lines we have established might be useful to discover a more

highly precise biomarker that will help to assess the risk and iden-

tify potentially sensitive individuals. We consider that the charac-

terization of a large number of SNPs in all NHEJ-related genes will

be a valuable source of information for assessment of radiation

risk, and ultimately contribute to the in silico prediction of the risk

from type of SNPs. In the near future, our strategy can be used to

discover more candidates of genetic radiation risk-modifying factors

useful in the individual-oriented risk assessment of radiation and, if

this study is further extended and advanced it can become a ba-

sis for the development of an appropriate regulatory framework.

Fig.2 Development of new method to discover genetic radiation risk-

modifying factors using technology which combined the microirra-

diation and live-cell imaging techniques; modified from figures in

[1].

Fig.3 Establishment and characterization of cell lines with EGFP-tagged

human XRCC4 useful to identify potentially sensitive individuals;

modified from figures in J. Vet. Med. Sci., 74, 1269-1275, 2012.
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Introduction
The difference between the risks perceived by people and the

objective risk (or the technically estimated risk) has been re-

garded as the biggest problem in public acceptance or in the risk

communication of modern technologies. Risk perception was a

popular subject of investigation during the 1980s, and the inter-

ests of researchers were diverted from the actual risk perception

itself to its interpretation or application for risk communication/

management from 1990 onwards. There have been a few studies

about risk perception of nuclear power by carrying out fixed-point

observations.

The present study described the results of three ’fixed-point’

surveys in Japan on perceived risk related to a list of social and

individual risk events during the 25 years prior to the Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident.

Materials and Methods
Risk perception by employees at NIRS in Japan was examined

in 1983, 1992 and 2007. These surveys are called the NIRS-1983

survey, the NIRS-1992 survey and the NIRS-2007 survey, respec-

tively. The subjects and results of the surveys in 1983 and 1992

have already been reported [1].

In 2007, we undertook a similar survey of public perception in

all parts of Japan using Web-based questionnaires, called the

Web survey, and obtained 638 responses. We asked participants

about their occupations, academic careers, families and life-

styles.

The perceived risk was examined by the risk ranking technique,

which is essentially the same as the original technique developed

by Slovic et al. [2]. A set of 30 cards, each of which listed one spe-

cific item related to technology or to a human activity, was pre-

pared. The listed risk items included technological risks, acciden-

tal risks and chronic and low exposure risks.

The subjects were interviewed in groups and asked to order the

30 cards according to their subjective judgments about the per-

ceived magnitude of risks. In the Web survey, the subjects simi-

larly ordered the virtual cards on the screen. The ordering of risk

perception was based on the geometric mean risk rating within

each group.

Results and Discussions
1) Dynamics of the risk perception during the last 25 years

The survey results showed that the ranking of the risk of motor

vehicles fell during the 25-year period covered in the study,

whereas those of power mowers and hunting rose during the last

15 years. The rankings of these two categories in the Web survey

were quite similar to those of the same categories in the NIRS-

2007 survey (Table 1).

The rankings of the possible sources of health risk related to

chronic and low exposure (to food preservatives, X-rays and anti-

biotics) rose, and sources of accidental risk (surgery, fire fighting,

police work and aviation) fell transiently in 1992. The public are

often less concerned about risks over which they believe they

have some degree of control, such as motor vehicle accidents

and the accident risk may produce less anxiety because the out-

come is resolved quickly, while health risk related to chronic and

low exposure such as food-borne hazards may take years to

manifest.

In the 1990s, risks of chemicals presumably in the environment

were experienced as a result of new technologies, which might

cause the transient rise of the rank of perceived risk related to

chronic and low exposure. And the order of perceived risk of X-

rays rose in the NIRS-1992 survey, which might have been influ-

enced by the Chernobyl accident. When the Chernobyl accident

occurred in 1986 in the former USSR, catastrophic on-site situ-

ations and radiation risk were repeatedly reported in Japan by

various mass media. These rises of perceived risk ranking were

transient and fell in 2007, which revealed that people tended to

learn how to accommodate themselves to low risk in exchange for

a high benefit related to technical risks during the last 15 years.

However, the case of nuclear power was an exception.
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2) Factors influencing perceived risk observed in the Web survey

In the Web survey, the risk perceptions were uniform irrespec-

tive of gender, age and occupation except that both males and fe-

males aged over 60 judged X-rays as a higher risk (3rd-5th) than

the other categories (Table 2). Furthermore, academic major (cul-

tural, social, life sciences or other natural sciences) and educa-

tional background (high school, junior college, university or

graduate school) of the subject persons had no influence on risk

perception.

In a previous study, we examined the risk perception of the peo-

ple who had received training in a radiation protection course at

the NIRS [3], and the respondents who had majored in life sciences

(biology, pharmacy, medicine, dentistry and agriculture) judged

nuclear power as a higher risk (2nd) than did those who had ma-

jored in physics, chemistry or technology (14th). In the present

study, however, academic majors had no influence on the risk

perception of ordinary lay people, who were less interested in nu-

clear power and radiation.

Furthermore, whether respondents had children or not, the age

of the respondents’ children, and the respondents’ lifestyle did not

influence their ordering of the perceived risk.

Contrary to our expectations, there was no difference in the

rank of ‘motor vehicles’ and ‘motorcycles’ between non-drivers

and drivers, nor was there any difference in the rank of ‘smoking’

between smokers and non-smokers for either men or women.

Table 1 Ordering of perceived risk for 30 activities and technologies (overview)

Total Female (General public) Researchers

WEB
2007

NIRS
2007

NIRS
1992

NIRS
1983

WEB
2007

NIRS
2007

NIRS
1992

NIRS
1983

NIRS
2007

NIRS
1992

NIRS
1983

Number of subjects
Male

Female
319
319

52
63

20
38

36
30

0
319

0
37

0
33

0
25

46
15

20
5

36
5

Age
＊20s-
60s

20s-
60s

26-
55

20-
59

20s-
60s

20s-
60s

32-
55

20-
45

20s-
60s

26-
48

28-
59

1. Handguns 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 4

2.Nuclear power 2 2 2 19 2 2 1 4 12 5 28

3.Smoking 3 4 9 4 3 13 8 8 3 12 5

4.Private aviation 4 5 4 7 7 3 11 5 7 3 9

5.Hunting 5 7 16 16 4 5 18 14 5 11 14

6.Police work 6 10 6 8 6 8 12 7 8 4 11

7.Surgery 7 8 10 6 8 4 14 11 9 6 6

8.Fire fighting 8 6 14 9 5 6 17 10 6 8 10

9.Motorcycles 9 3 3 2 9 10 10 3 2 2 2

10.Large construction 10 11 11 5 11 7 13 16 11 7 3

11.Motor vehicles 11 9 5 1 13 12 7 2 4 10 1

12.X-rays 12 14 8 20 10 11 5 18 18 13 22

13.Commercial aviation 13 12 17 15 12 9 15 13 15 15 15

14.Pesticides 14 15 12 11 14 15 9 15 13 14 12

15.Antibiotics 15 19 15 18 15 19 4 12 22 23 20

16.Food preservatives 16 20 7 13 16 18 3 6 20 17 19

17.Mountain climbing 17 13 19 12 18 16 23 21 10 9 8

18.Food colouring 18 18 13 14 17 17 6 9 21 18 17

19.Power mowers 19 16 25 28 19 14 26 28 17 20 27

20.Contraceptives 20 25 20 24 20 21 19 19 27 21 23

21.Alcoholic beverages 21 21 21 17 22 27 21 17 16 22 13

22.Vaccinations 22 23 18 23 21 20 16 22 25 24 21

23.Spray cans 23 29 22 25 23 24 20 23 29 29 24

24.Railroads 24 27 23 22 24 26 22 25 28 27 18

25.Skiing 25 22 27 27 25 22 29 27 23 19 25

26.Bicycles 26 17 24 10 27 25 24 20 14 25 7

27.Home appliances 27 30 30 30 26 30 27 30 30 30 30

28.Electric power 28 24 28 26 28 23 25 24 26 28 26

29.Football 29 26 26 29 29 29 28 29 19 16 29

30.Swimming 30 28 29 21 30 28 30 26 24 26 16

Spearman’s coefficient
of rank correlation

＊In order to ensure privacy, we did not ask respondents for their ages in the Web and NIRS-2007 surveys.

0.93 0.93 0.76
0.57

0.63
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Fig.1 In the NIRS surveys, the subjects ordered the 30 cards according to their subjective judgments about the

perceived magnitude of risks.

Table 2 Ordering of perceived risk for 30 activities and technologies in the Web survey

Male Female Occupation＊ Life-style

20s 30s 40s 50s >60s 20s 30s 40s 50s >60s
Group

A
Group

B
Group

C
Smoker

Non-
smoker

Driver
Non-
driver

Number of respondents 44 84 103 77 11 44 84 103 77 11 292 58 288 162 476 463 175

1.Handguns 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2.Nuclear power 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3.Smoking 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 5 3 3 3

4.Private aviation 5 6 5 4 5 8 6 7 5 7 4 3 7 4 4 4 4

5.Hunting 9 8 4 8 14 10 4 6 4 3 6 5 5 6 5 5 7

6.Police work 8 5 8 6 13 6 7 3 7 19 7 7 4 7 6 7 5

7.Surgery 4 3 7 5 10 4 5 9 9 6 5 6 8 3 8 6 6

8.Fire fighting 15 9 9 7 12 5 8 5 6 17 9 10 6 11 7 8 8

9.Motorcycles 7 7 6 10 6 9 15 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 10

10.Large construction 10 10 10 9 15 12 11 13 10 8 11 11 10 10 10 10 12

11.Motor vehicles 6 11 11 12 9 13 13 10 13 11 10 16 11 9 12 11 11

12.X-rays 11 13 12 11 3 7 12 11 11 5 12 8 12 12 11 12 9

13.Commercial aviation 14 12 17 13 22 11 10 12 12 23 13 17 13 14 13 13 14

14.Pesticides 19 14 13 14 7 16 9 14 17 12 14 13 15 15 14 14 13

15.Antibiotics 12 16 14 15 11 14 17 15 14 14 15 14 14 13 15 15 15

16.Food preservatives 13 18 16 17 8 15 14 19 15 13 17 12 16 17 16 16 16

17.Mountain climbing 18 15 15 16 20 20 18 16 18 10 16 18 18 18 17 17 18

18.Food colouring 17 20 18 18 16 19 16 17 16 15 18 15 17 16 18 18 17

19.Power mowers 21 17 20 20 17 17 19 18 20 21 19 19 19 20 19 19 20

20.Contraceptives 16 23 19 23 23 18 24 20 21 16 21 23 20 19 21 21 19

21.Alcoholic beverages 20 19 21 21 18 21 21 23 23 20 20 20 22 21 20 20 22

22.Vaccinations 26 21 23 19 21 23 23 21 19 18 22 22 21 22 22 22 21

23.Spray cans 22 22 22 22 19 26 20 22 22 26 23 21 23 23 23 23 23

24.Railroads 27 24 25 25 25 22 22 24 25 24 24 25 24 24 24 24 24

25.Skiing 23 26 24 24 27 25 27 25 24 22 25 24 25 26 25 25 25

26.Bicycles 28 25 27 26 26 29 26 26 26 27 26 28 26 25 26 26 27

27.Home appliances 24 28 30 28 28 24 25 27 28 29 27 29 27 27 28 28 26

28.Electric power 25 27 28 29 24 27 28 29 29 28 28 30 28 28 27 27 28

29.Football 30 30 26 27 29 28 29 28 27 25 29 26 29 29 29 29 29

30.Swimming 29 29 29 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 27 30 30 30 30 30
＊Group A: Company employees and public employees/Group B: Self-employed persons and freelance professionals/Group C: Housewives, part-timers and
unemployed.
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3) Problems of risk communication regarding the Fukushima crisis

The TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant experi-

enced a nuclear crisis after the seismic-triggered events of March

11. The present study revealed that nuclear power plants were re-

garded as high-risk facilities by Japanese citizens even before

the crisis. Of course, such higher gaps in risk perception about

nuclear power are also found with the general public in other na-

tions. But there were observed differences in risk perception and

attitude among different groups in contrast with the uniformity of

Japanese perception in 2007.

During the initial period of the Fukushima crisis, when the public

felt that the available information to them was so scarce, the inter-

net and twitter information played a certain role. As a result of in-

formation from unknown sources, quite a few people actually

swallowed gargling agents containing povidone iodine as a sub-

stitute for stable iodide tablets; such actions would not be recom-

mended by medical experts due to the expected adverse effects

of the agent constituents. And, nowadays many Japanese people

are very worried about small levels of radioactive contamination of

foods. These behaviours and reactions are partly understood by

their over-response to nuclear power and food additives before

the accident.

Fig.2 In the Web survey, the subjects answered the questions about their occupations, academic careers, families, points of view and lifestyles and ordered

the virtual cards on the screen (Health Physics, 102, 384-390, 2012).
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The five-year project of the Regulatory Science Research

Group includes topics on estimation of public and occupational

dose due to radon and its mitigation. Regarding these topics, the

following progress was made in FY 2011 and 2012.

Radon mitigation
There are two possible ways to reduce exposure due to indoor

radon and its decay products. One is to reduce radon concentra-

tions, such as improving ventilation, aspirating air under floors,

and sealing walls with plastic sheets. Ventilation, however, is not

always practical in winter from the viewpoint of energy consump-

tion. Another way is to directly reduce the concentration of radon

decay products. Use of air cleaners is a typical method for this. In

this study, effects of dose mitigation by a commonly-used air

cleaner were investigated. Experiments were conducted using a

radon chamber at NIRS with a radon concentration of about

10,000 Bq m-3. Aerosols with a median diameter of 100 nm were

injected into the radon chamber.

Radon progeny concentration in the chamber was measured

with conditions of the air cleaner ON and OFF. Although EERC

(equilibrium equivalent radon concentration) was decreased dur-

ing operation of the air cleaner, the unattached fraction (fraction of

aerosol-unattached radon progeny) was increased. The air

cleaner did not lower the radon concentration. The dose due to

radon progeny was decreased with the EERC decrease, but the

increase of the unattached fraction partially contributed to an in-

crease of dose. Calculation results showed that the dose was de-

creased by about 40 % using the air cleaner. Air cleaners can be

regarded as an effective tool for dose mitigation of the environ-

ment containing aerosols [1].

International intercomparison for integrating radon
and thoron detectors

According to the UNSCEAER 2000 report, the contribution of ra-

don, thoron and their decay products represents the largest frac-

tion of the world mean annual effective dose to the general popu-

lation from natural radioactivity. Thus, many countries have con-

ducted national or regional surveys of radon and thoron levels to

determine average exposures and to recognize locations where

high radon or/and thoron levels occur. Many different measure-

ment methods and instruments have been used in those surveys.

In addition, new institutions and companies continually enter the

field of radon and thoron measurements and new devices are still

being developed. Thus, it is important to maintain the reliability of

those devices by comparing them under the same conditions.

In this respect, we have already conducted three international

intercomparison exercises at NIRS with a 24.4 m3 inner volume

walk-in radon chamber that has systems to control radon concen-

tration, temperature and humidity [2]. Upon requests from the par-

ticipants of previous intercomparison exercises, the 4th interna-

tional intercomparison for integrating radon detectors was con-

ducted in 2011. Since the inner volume is 24.4 m3, a large number

of monitoring instruments can be accommodated at the same

Fig.1 Photo showing the walk-in radon chamber at NIRS.
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time (Fig. 1). Prior to these experiments the spatial uniformity of

the radon concentration inside the radon chamber was estab-

lished with appropriate tests. The NIRS radon chamber usually

operates at one of three possible levels of exposure: low, medium

and high with levels of 100 kBq h m-3, 500 kBq h m-3 and 1000 kBq

h m-3, respectively. Furthermore, the 3rd thoron intercomparison

was conducted with the NIRS thoron chamber of a 0.15 m3 inner

volume.

Thirty-one laboratories from 15 countries participated in the ra-

don intercomparison, using four types of detectors (CR-39, LR-

115, polycarbonate film, charcoal, electret and photodiode) and

36 sets of detectors. Twelve laboratories from eight countries us-

ing two etch-track types (CR-39, polycarbonate) and 12 sets of

dosimeters participated in the thoron intercomparison.

The tests were made on three different exposures of radon and

three of thoron. It was found that 58% and 39% of the results did

not differ more than 10% from the reference values of radon and

thoron experiments, respectively. A large percentage of detec-

tors, 57%, had a deviation of more than 20% for the thoron results

which revealed problems and difficulties in the thoron calibration

and measurement.

We are convinced that periodical intercomparison exercises for

radon and thoron should be carried out, according to the needs

from various institutions.

Thoron experimental room
According to the WHO handbook on indoor radon (222Rn), the

health risk originating from inhaled 222Rn and its progeny is higher

than was previously estimated. This fact highlights the importance

of measurements of 222Rn and the hitherto neglected 220Rn as the

latter can influence the results of 222Rn measuring units and in ele-

vated amounts can increase the risk to human health. NIRS had

already built a small-size 220Rn chamber (0.15 m3). Owing to its

small volume, however, the chamber could not meet the expand-

ing demands of the comparison campaigns; therefore, a larger

size chamber was required.

Thus, a new thoron (220Rn) experimental room was established

at NIRS in 2011 to respond to the appearance of new passive de-

vices for 220Rn and its progeny (212Pb, 212Bi) measurements. The

room volume is 21.7 m3 with a low air exchange rate, 0.016 h-1. En-

vironmental parameters, such as temperature, relative and abso-

lute humidity, wind speed, aerosol distribution and concentration,

are monitored, but not controlled. Commercially available lantern

mantles (500 pcs), which can generate maximum concentrations

of 6000 Bq m-3 of 220Rn and 2000 Bq m-3 of its progeny, are used as

a 220Rn source. Based on preliminary results from the thoron ex-

perimental room, stable and homogenized concentrations of 220Rn

and its progeny can be ensured (Fig.2).

The 220Rn production from the lantern mantles is affected by ab-

solute humidity; therefore, it is essential to check this parameter

for adjustment of the level of 220Rn and its progeny. Getting a ho-

mogenous distribution of 220Rn in the room demands continuous

air mixing. In the case of air mixing, the 220Rn progeny level was

lower by one order of magnitude compared with the level of un-

mixed air. In the near future the room will be used for testing

measuring instruments [3].

Fig.2 Plot of activity concentrations of radon and thoron obtained from experiments in the thoron experi-

mental room [3].
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